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 In addition to the sources published in 
America, there are several file-card indexes 
and many references published in German that 
afford the opportunity of associating unusual 
surnames with villages of origin.  The 
publications in German frequently have 
guides for English-speaking users, however 
even without such a guide one can quite easily 
search for surnames. 
 
 The exact village of origin for your 
immigrant ancestor may appear in the 
references, although many, if not most, 18th 
century emigrants left their homeland without 
leaving any surviving record of their 
departure.  The surname-place-name 
associations may give clues leading to more 
specific research in records for the locality. 

 
 Hundreds of monograms and articles have 
been published in the European genealogical 
journals, associating surnames with places of 
origin.  Most of these contain only a few 
dozen names. The location of these articles 
can be determined from the journal indexes, 
or reference lists such as those collected under 
"Immigration" at the European Reference 
desk at the LDS Family History Library 
(FHL), Salt Lake City, or in the German 
Reference List at Denver Public Library 
(DPL). 
 
 The larger references, listed below, 
contain names of emigrants bound for various 
destinations, including the colonies. 
 

 
Area-Wide Indexes 

 

1.  Hacker, Werner (Titles Abbreviated)       Surnames  Place-names 
Auswanderung aus Baden und Breisgau,          >15,000      >300  
Auswanderung, v. Späteren Hohenzollern Lande   2,000       130 
Auswanderung, v. Früheren Hochstift Speyer     2,000       320 
Auswanderung aus dem Südost Schwarzwald,       4,000       270  
(Emigration) aus Rheinpfalz und Saarland,     17,000    No Index 
Auswanderung von Oberer Neckar nach Südost,    2,700       130  
Kurpfälzische Auswanderer v. Unteren Neckar,   2,300       225 
     Also other smaller volumes and articles. 
 
 The volumes listed above are available at 
FHL.  Major volumes are also available at 
DPL.  Most contain abbreviated manumission 
statements, giving village of origin and 
destination, copies of which should then be 
available from the designated archive.  
Destinations were not always accurate. The 
listed one might possibly be the one for which 
permission to emigrate was most easily 
obtained. 

     Do not be concerned that most destinations 
were European locations and not the 
American colonies.  The primary use of the 
lists is to associate unusual surnames with 
villages of origin.  Hacker uses a sound-alike, 
similar-spelling, indexing order, so extreme 
caution is necessary to  avoid overlooking 
spelling variations.  Watch those umlauts and 
dialectic variations! 
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2.  Hessische Truppen im americanischen 
Unabhängikeitskrieg HETRINA, Troops from 
Hesse (and other provinces) who took part in 
the American Revolutionary War.  Six 
Volumes.  (FHL 943 M2mg). (Computer 
printout of surnames, birthplace, organization 
and documentary source.  Much surname 
duplication but probably includes over 20,000 
surnames.) 
 
3. Schräder-Muggenthaler, Cornelia, The 
Alsace Emigration Book, 
Vol. 1, Clossen Press (DPL G929.344383 
A461 v.1) (Thousands of surnames of 19th 
Century emigrants, with villages of origin.) 
 
4. Schaff, Karl, Untertanenlisten des 
Herzogtums Zweibrücken - 1776, (FHS 
943.43 B4sb No. 6).  (Census lists for Villages 
in the Duchy of Zweibrücken in the year 
1776.) 
 
5. Diefenbacher, Karl, Schweizer 
Einwanderer in den Kraichgau nach den 
Dreisigjährigen Krieg. [Swiss Immigrants 
into the Kraichgau District after the Thirty 
Years War.]  (Covers a relatively small area 
but may give possible Swiss origins.)   
 
6. Stader, Stefan, Auswander nach 
Südösteuropa im 18 Jahrhundert.  (FHL B4sp 
No. 36)  [Emigrants to Southeast Europe in 
the 18th Century]. (From the Card Files of the 
Heimatstelle Pfalz, 9,500 entries.) 
 
7. Mergen, Josef, Auswanderung aus dem 
Saarland. (FHL 943.42 W29m) 2,700 
Surnames. Also: Auswanderung aus dem (1) 
Moselland, (2) Trier, (3) Eifel Districts 
(Separate Volumes). 
 

Emigration And Vital Record Card Files 
 
8. Auswanderungsamt Karlsruhe (Baden).  
Card File of Emigrants leaving Baden during 
the 17th  to 20th Centuries. FHL: Ger/Emig. & 
Immig./Karlsruhe(Baden) Microfilm, 35 
Rolls. 
 
9. Wien (Niederösterreich), Hofkammer, 
Ansiedlerakten.  Card Files relating to 
German-speaking emigrants to Banat, 
Hungary (1685-1855) 35 Rolls, and Galacia 
(1782-1805) (FHL Germany/Emigration & 
Immigration) 18 Rolls.  
 
10. Raimar, Josef A., Genealogical Card 
File, 14. - 20. Jahrhundert, Stadtarchiv, 
Ludwigshafen.  Card File of marriage, births 
and deaths. Microfilmed by FHL 
(Ger./Gen./Indexes) 18 Rolls.  (Many entries 
likely to be from the 1800's, but useful for 
possible association of surnames with 
places.) 
 
11. Auswanderungskartei (Emigration Card 
file), Heimatstelle Pfalz, Benzinoring 6, 6750 
Kaiserslautern.   (Extensive file gives villages 
of origin and source of data for emigrants 
leaving the Pfalz and other neighboring areas. 
 No FHL microfilm.  Write direct, and include 
at least three or four International Response 
Coupons, for a brief answer as to whether the 
name of your ancestor appears in the file.)    
 
 Many other sources and indexes 
associating surnames and place names are 
available on microfilm through the FHL. 


